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editor’s note

COMMUNICATING
EXCELLENCE
Paul Kotze
Editor

I

n many spheres of human endeavour, it is relatively
easy to distinguish winning from losing. The world
of sport comes to mind immediately, where the
picture-perfect moment of triumph can be beamed,
almost immediately, to millions across the globe.
Scientific, technical and economic achievements seem
to have the same ability and, sadly, even war, famine
and natural disasters fall within this category.
We glue ourselves to our electronic devices to feel
a part of the events at the Olympics, the World Cup
and Wimbledon. Sometimes, we even take note when
the Nobel Prize winners are announced. Yet, does its
equivalent for architecture – the Pritzker Architecture
Prize – ever reach national news coverage in South
Africa? The answer, as we all know, is no!
Acknowledging excellence by peer review and
other methods, in fields such as the arts and architecture,
is common practice across the world, as well as in
South Africa. However, due to the inherent nature of
this kind of human endeavour, it is far more difficult to
reach the popular imagination, while the picture-perfect
moment also remains elusive. This is despite the fact
that overcoming obstacles in architecture, in order
to produce an excellent product, is as difficult and
complex as it is in all other fields – calling for
courage, talent and constant dedication.

The South African Institute of Architects has been
dispensing awards for good architecture
since 1931. The SAIA has also awarded many gold
medals for lifetime achievements in architecture
Architecture and the urban environment is the one
reality that very few can escape but, for most people,
despite its definitive influence on daily life, it is seemingly
of no concern. Why should they worry about excellence
in architecture? It seems that they remain oblivious to the
physical and cultural value that architecture can make to
the advancement of the human condition.

2
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The South African Institute of Architects (SAIA)
has been dispensing awards for good architecture since
1931. The SAIA has also awarded many gold medals
for lifetime achievements in architecture. Various
universities have awarded architects with honorary
doctorates, while organisations such as the SA Akademie
vir Wetenskap en Kuns has also been awarding
their gold medal to worthy architects.
Only one architect, Dr Revel Fox (1924–2004),
has ever received one of the National Orders of the
SA government, namely the Order of the Boabab
in Silver (2005). More recently, however, South African
architects have been making a name for themselves
outside of the country. Dr Gawie Fagan, Prof Jo Noero,
Ms Anya van der Merwe Miszewski and Mr Peter
Rich have been elected honorary fellows of the
American Institute of Architects, while Rich has
also been awarded a Royal Institute of British
Architects fellowship.
South African architecture and architects have
exhibited at the Venice Biennale, the Chicago Biannual,
the Louisiana Art Museum in Denmark and elsewhere.
Recently, the (partly) Wits University-educated architect
Dr Denise Scott Brown has been awarded, together with
her husband Robert Venturi, an American Institute of
Architects’ (AIA) Gold Medal for design. She is only
the second woman to receive this medal in the more
than 100-year history of the AIA. When she received an
honorary doctorate from Wits, it was the 12th honorary
degree bestowed on her. Throughout her career, she
has always been open about and appreciative of her
African heritage. Because of this, and for all her other
achievements, the South African architectural profession
congratulates her.
Sadly, however, despite a proud tradition of great
achievements over a long period of time, the South
African architectural profession still seems marginal
to the larger national scenario. These aforementioned
examples of excellence hardly ever reach the daily
and popular press, meaning that the average South
African remains ignorant of the value that can be
brought about by good architecture. ■
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Notes and News

Engagement, engagement
and further engagement
The built environment in South Africa is highly complex, coupled with a general fragmentation in
which the different professions and sectors tend to work in isolation. Here, CEO Obert Chakarisa
emphasises the importance of a more robust collective engagement.

W

ith the above realisation in mind, the South
African Institute of Architects (SAIA)
has embarked on a deliberate effort to
meaningfully engage our stakeholders and
counterparts. During the period under review, a number
of stakeholders were engaged including, but are not
limited to, the following:
• National Department of Public Works (DPW);
• Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB);
• National Regulator for Compulsory
Specifications (NRCS);
• City of Johannesburg – Building Control Department;
• City of Tshwane – Building Control Department;
• City of Ekurhuleni – Building Control Department;
• South African Council for the Architectural
Profession (SACAP);
• National Home Builders Registration Council
(NHBRC); and
• Members of our Pretoria regional institute (PIA),
amongst others.
The most recent stakeholder engagement took place
in Tshwane and was held prior to the quarterly SAIA

ARCH80_NN_WordFromSaia.indd 5

board meeting. This approach of engaging stakeholders
on the sidelines of each SAIA board meeting is proving
highly effective, and a plausible way to effectively
reaching out to our counterparts.
Additionally, it places critical mattes that affect our
members – and the greater architectural community –
on the discussion table.
The SAIA practice committee, under the leadership
of Simmy Peerutin, will be using the various
communication platforms to give in-depth feedback
on the matters currently being addressed with
stakeholders and the associated entities.

Obert Chakarisa

As usual, i pen off with a reminder of who we are:
Mission

‘A collective Voice serving the interests of Architects in
pursuit of excellence and responsible design.’

Vision

‘SAIA Architects to be the Authoritative Leaders in the
built environment.’ ■
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Notes and News

To preserve or demolish?
As we reflect on the news that the 1950s Bavinger house by Bruce Goff was demolished without
warning, Ludwich Ackermann highlights the pitfalls of working on heritage buildings and/or sites.
1. The 60-year rule

ludwich
ackermann

Although the National Heritage Resources Act states
that buildings older than 60 years are protected, there
may also be cultural or heritage significance that
prohibits the demolition of a newer building. One has
to ask if the building is:
• of cultural significance;
• of historical significance; or
• of architectural significance.
Architects should therefore not assume that the age of
a building exempts them from the need to apply for a
demolition or modification permit.

2. If the building is older than 60 years…

The application is re-routed to the Provincial Heritage
Resources Agency (PHRA) to assess heritage significance.
In the case of major interventions, additional heritage
reports may be required as part of the Environmental
Impact Assessment process. Any alteration needs the
approval of the relevant authority, be it the South African
Heritage Resources Agency (SAHRA) or PHRA.

3. Public opinion

Even after PHRA has issued a permit, the public have
a further 30 days to comment on the outcome of the
decision. This presents an additional opportunity for
SAHRA or PHRA to appoint an independent tribunal
for the investigation – a step that may require legal
advice on the side of the developer and that of the public.

4. Breaking the law

Architects and clients are reminded that penalties range
from fines to imprisonment, including reinstating what
has been altered. A further option open to the state is a
notice prohibiting any further development of the site for
a 10-year period.
All clients and architects are therefore encouraged to
employ a person with at least some heritage experience
or, better yet, the services of a heritage specialist. ■
Thank you to Avril Paterson for his assistance with this article.

contributors
Dr Arthur Barker, holds a

higher diploma in Architectural
Technology (CPUT), degrees
in Architecture (UCT), and
an MA in Environmental
Engineering and Design from
the Bartlett School. In 2012,
he completed his PhD on
the domestic architecture
of Gawie Fagan.
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professor in the Department
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mainly on environmental
sustainability. He holds
degrees in Architecture and
Landscape Architecture, and
practices in both disciplines
at kwpCREATE.
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writing on architecture for
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previously a lecturer in
History of Architecture and
Communication in Architecture.
She holds degrees in Architecture
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Journalism and Future
Studies (both master’s).
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Notes and News

Future pursuits

Counterspace at The Chicago
Architecture Biennial
The State of The Art of Architecture, theme of the inaugural Chicago Architecture Biennial,
was received with a fair dose of controversy from the architectural profession and public alike.
By: Sumayya Vally, recent graduate of the School of Architecture & Planning, University of the Witwatersrand;
Unit Tutor at the Graduate School of Architecture, University of Johannesburg; and co-director at Counterspace

W

hile a few have described the theme as escaping
any definitive direction, Counterspace’s
experience of it was one of a wide expression of
architectural agendas from around the world.
The unconstrained theme allowed participants
to enunciate and put forth their own visions and
circumstances, to frame and bring to the fore an
architectural debate that they consider important. The
exhibitions and prompts on show really demonstrated
the scope of contemporary architecture – revealing that
our profession is becoming increasingly broad, taking
on an increasing number of new forms, and involving
and overlapping with multiple arts and disciplines.
The prompts put forth by the participants ranged
from the vanguards of technology, such as the Rock
Print installation by Gramazio Kohler Research,
ETH Zurich and Self-Assembly Lab, MIT (which
demonstrated the first architectural installation to be
produced from low-grade granular material by robotic
machines), to an innovative and responsible 1:1 design
showcase by Tatiana Bilbao.
Atelier Bow Wow’s Piranesi Circus, a series of
conjoined bridges and ladders to nowhere, was on one
hand completely whimsical, while acutely interrogatory
of the limitations in our formulations of ergonomic
standards and conventional building regulations.
Sou Fujimoto delightfully (and ingeniously) crafted
a series of mini-architectural manifestos through
scaled men interspersed in found objects – granting
the objects an entirely new ontology – in his work
Architecture is Everywhere.
The BOLD exhibition, curated by Iker Gil of MAS
Context, proposed a series of eccentric but considered
and critical urban futures for alternative Chicagos.
Tomas Saraceno’s ethereal web sculptures toyed
with an architecture that is partly formed by natural
processes and partly by man-made constructs.

JULY | AUGUST
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Beyond the limits

Counterspace (consisting of Sumayya Valli, Sarah de
Villiers and Amina Kaskar) was one of four firms (the
others were Noero Architects, Mokena Design Lab and
Wolff Architects) selected from South Africa to participate
at the Biennial. It presented a ‘forensic scan’ of artefacts,
spaces and conditions encountered on Johannesburg’s
mine dumps. The research explored the inhabitation of
these buffer zones, in understanding territorial lines as ›

1 Time and Space Spiral - Similar to the Geological Time Spiral developed by Joseph Graham,
this image adopts the system of time-based progress to represent mutations of hidden creatures
inhabiting an artificial landscape. Drawing by Amina Kaskar. 2 Hollow ground, 30 homes
fell into the earth more than 30 metres deep, no trace of them was ever found. Drawing by
Sumayya Vally of Counterspace

ARCHITECTURE SA
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‘thickened’ spaces; but also unearthing and interrogating
the uncomfortable (both geologically and politically) and
incredibly nuanced conditions that spatial practitioners
working in these areas would have to engage with.
On a satellite map, a ‘zoom-out’ of the city shows
massive yellow and white ‘sand mountains’ (mine
dumps), that divide it. But a reversal of the lens, focusing
in on these mine dumps, reveals architectures beyond
the limits of formal planning and design.
The mine dumps are sites of invisible cities. Our
exploration uncovered a host of conditions ranging from
a monetary analysis of the significant rise in commodity
prices; travelling underground to serve ‘zama zamas’ (illegal
miners) and entire economies forming; the rise and invisible
spread of lung disease in residents close to mine dumps;
recently discovered centuries-old unmarked cemeteries
in Crown Mines; and roaring coal fires still burning
underground decades after mines had closed down.
All of these conditions present spatial, geological,
social, political or historical conditions for architects to
engage in. The research was presented as a fragmented
periodic table of the colour elements found in the
inorganic secretions of acid mine water on the mine
dumps, presenting an ordered and scientific framework
to display the often contentious facts, myths and maps.
Counterspace’s practice
manifesto, as a studio, often voices
a desire for architecture and design
to express and engage with the
complexities of our places and
experiences in the city. The view on
the theme, and on the provocations,
impulses, desires and experiments
put forth by the global beau monde
of the field at the Biennial, affirmed this belief.
As a firm that believes in the capacity of architecture
to go beyond these sometimes conservative perceptions,
Counterspace was enthused by the disposition of
the thinking expressed and visitors to the Biennial.
According to Joseph Grima, co-artistic director,
‘Chicago is a city that has over a century of history of
innovation and bold vision in [its] architecture, and
that’s something that really permeates the culture [of]
the city – beyond the public administration but also into
its inhabitants – [becoming] a real appreciation for the
value and potential of architecture.’
The City of Chicago invested heavily in the Biennial,
pushing it to become the largest-ever exhibition of
contemporary architecture in North America; seeing
it as pertinent to the past and future of Chicago.
The Biennial presented an extremely wide sampling of
the urges that activate architecture today – brave, bold and
enterprising aspirations for modes of architectural practise.
We are in pursuit of architectures that respond and
acquire the conditions we have in our context. We
understand the limitations of the slowness of practise,
clients’ demands, budgets and administrative controls.
However, we also believe that the profession should move

If our conditions
are so mutable,
why is practise so
relatively stagnant?
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to reach beyond these, or work more innovatively within
them. Architecture is, after all, a form of cultural practise.
Perhaps these musings sound like the idealisms of
youth, and perhaps they are. We believe that architectural
practise should recognise and be more porous to the
dynamic conditions we have at present. We believe that
our situations deserve a more nuanced, resourceful and
innovative way of being carried out. If our conditions
are so mutable, why is practise so relatively stagnant?

Youth’s possibility

Young people in Africa are in a sort of twilight moment
– alive in an epoch of new, exhilarating and unequalled
constructs of time, place and conditions (political,
economic, cultural) – which, with our agency, are capable
of producing extraordinary environments. A great portion
of the continent is straddling ‘new’ political terrain,
challenging or contesting resilient old systems. If that was
possible, we often find ourselves thinking: then what isn’t?
Africans are an amalgam: assimilations of East, West,
Everywhere and Here; fusion-cultured; multilingual;
in constant conflict and contradiction with themselves
and of themselves; between past attitudes and present
cultures, 50% of Africans are young. This is a generation
perhaps not yet jaded into apathy; we have at our helm
entire domains unexplored. Here, global tendencies and
trends are appropriated into entirely new movements.
This generation is, much more than those before it,
concerned with ‘what ifs’, as are the confluences of systems
and reconfigured systems in our cities. These places are
continuously being formed and reformed – and we are
continuously finding loopholes and ambiguities – to
contest and reshape; or to fill with interesting ideas.
At the Biennial, participants presented a 15-second
manifesto to the curators Sarah Herda and Joseph
Grima, and to Hans-Ulrich Obrist, for their compilation
of manifestos What is Urgent?
Counterspace echoed a lot of the optimism put forth
by many studios: ‘Johannesburg can be seen as an
apocalyptic ruin. But, despite this, there is a sense of
magic and supernatural, an “otherness” in the spirit of
the city. And we believe we must draw from this – an
insurgent imagination is urgent.’
Our era is witnessing a collision of these relatively
recent sets of socio-political ideologies, and the cities’
historically unpleasant and unjust physically ingrained
legacies. It is sometimes difficult to predict the ways that
the intersections between these will shape our cities –
and these very volatile, undetermined future conditions
pose extraordinary challenges to its city-makers – yet,
they are developing at enormous rates, constantly
redefining what they are, and what they want to be.
From the continent’s inhabitants to its uncharted
territory, and consistently inconsistent ways of making
cities – its contradictions and extremities of rich and
poor, past and future, exhilaration and cynicism – it is all
here. This is the stuff of new, divergent and innumerable
modes of the avant garde. ■
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MARLEY BUILDING

GEARED TOWARDS A FUTURE OF INN
Sustainability and innovation are two
sides of the same coin for Marley Building
Systems, as the company pushes forward to
exceed industry standards in the anticipation
of new trends.
Mark Irving, managing director of Marley
Building Systems in South Africa, believes the
company is redeﬁning building methodology
with innovative, sustainable and complete
building solutions.
‘We are geared towards the future of dry
construction solutions as South Africa and
the rest of the Continent transitions from
traditional construction to more economical
and environmentally friendly building
technology,’ he says.
Marley Building Systems is the South
African subsidiary of Belgian industrial group
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Etex. Headquartered in Brussels, Belgium,
Etex specialises in the manufacturing and
marketing of building materials. The group has
been ﬁrmly established in Europe and Latin
America since 1905 and 1937 respectively, and
is now looking to strengthen its position in
Africa – with the Southern African region and
Nigeria as the company’s main drivers of growth.
Marley Building Systems acquired the
Gypsum business of Lafarge in November
2015. The acquisition gave the company the
impetus it was looking for to go to market as
a leading supplier of superior rooﬁng,
cladding and dry construction solutions.
Marley Business Systems comprises four
business lines: facades (Equitone); ﬁbre
cement (Kalsi); plasterboard (Siniat); and
rooﬁng (Marley Rooﬁng).

Marley Rooﬁng (Co
ncrete, Clay and
Fibre Cement Rooﬁ
ng Solutions)
Equitone
(Fibre
Cement
Facade
Solutions)
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OVATION AND SUSTAINABILITY
All of Marley Building Systems’ materials
are ecofriendly and support green building
assessments and speciﬁcations, while
surpassing all performance demands.
‘This forms part of our commitment to
creating long-term value in a sustainable and
responsible way,’ Mark says. ‘We believe in
going to great lengths to continuously improve
our business structures, processes and tools
to achieve operational excellence.’
Equitone panels are manufactured in
accordance with the requirements of EN12467
for ﬁbre cement ﬂat sheets, and the Kalsi
ﬂat sheets adhere to SABS 803. Marley
Fibre Cement rooﬁng products also adhere
to SANS 10409.
The Siniat plasterboards, formerly
Lafarge Gypsum plasterboards, have the

Global Green Tag GBCSA Level B and LCARate
Bronze certiﬁcation. Marley Building Systems
remain the only local manufacturer with the
SANS 266 SABS mark for all its plasterboard.
For more information, contact:
Ayanda Ndlovu
Communications and Product Manager
Telephone: 011 3162121
Mobile: 082 459 0044
Email: ayanda.ndlovu@marley.co.za
Web: www.marleybuildingsystems.co.za

Kalsi (Fibre Ce
ment Ceiling
and Cladding
Solutions)
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book review

architecture
for the people

1

Contemporary architecture and urbanism in sub-Saharan
Africa is grossly under-published. With the exception of a
few academic texts and journals (such as this one), a relatively
small number of online sources, a handful of books and
the occasional cameo in an international journal, projects
in this region get very little exposure, particularly on an
international level. This is especially true of socially
responsive design and investigations into the sometimes harsh
realities of urban living in the so-called developing world.
By: Mike Louw

F

ollowing on from an exhibition of the same
name at the Architekturmuseum der TU München,
curated by Andres Lepik and Anne Schmidt with
Simone Bader, Afritecture: Building Social Change
(2013) is a publication that provides much-needed exposure
for a range of projects, educational approaches and thought
pieces – both within Africa and beyond its shores.
The book focuses on sustainable approaches to
social, cultural and economic issues, and explores the
intersections of contemporary architecture and vernacular
traditions: it features 26 projects in countries as diverse
as Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Mali, Namibia,
Nigeria, Rwanda, South Africa and Sudan. With roughly
half of the practitioners hailing from Africa and half
from Europe and the US (of whom many have stayed on
after the completion of the projects), these projects ask
diverse and interesting questions about the direction of
a new post-colonial, African architectural language that
moves beyond modernism and vernacular pastiche.
The projects were executed between 1998 and 2013
(some have extended beyond that date in the meantime),
and include pre-schools, schools, libraries, women’s
centres, clinics, halls and sports facilities, among others.
While the project descriptions are somewhat uncritical,
they are generally well illustrated (the book is winner of
the 2014 Most Beautiful German Book Prize) through
drawings and colour photographs, which allow the
reader to draw his or her own conclusions.
The legacy of these projects can be questioned in
terms of their long-term social sustainability, durability
and operating costs, but as potential route markers for
contemporary African architecture they certainly offer
interesting possibilities.
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There is no bibliography per se, but a comprehensive
project index provides additional information about the
projects, architectural practices, practitioners, project
teams and educational institutions that are featured.
A useful addition to this index would have been GPS
locations for each project, but a map showing the towns
and cities does help somewhat.
The project chapters are interspersed with texts by
a range of authors, some of whom are well-known
academics and researchers based in Africa. They include
Sierra Bainbridge, Tomà Berlanda, Filip de Boeck, Killian
Doherty, Dirk Donath, Susanne Gampfer, Rodney
Harber, Dirk Hebel, Lesley Naa Norle Lokko, Iain Low,
Edgar Pieterse, Mark Olweny, Alfred Omenya, Hans
Skotte and (an interview with) Okwui Enwezor. These
short thought pieces and conversations generally grapple
with questions related to urbanisation, slum urbanism,
politics, urban infrastructure, architectural education,
design-build projects, the responsibility of social
engagement and the complexities one is faced with when
teaching and practising on the African continent.
Afritecture: Building Social Change is a stake in the
ground that deserves to be noticed, both locally and
overseas. It shows contemporary ways of doing that
are rooted in often ignored or temporarily forgotten
practices, and it’s a visual manifesto of more sustainable
approaches to architecture and urbanism emanating
from deep, bright Africa. ■

1 Afritecture: Building Social Change was edited by Andres Lepik and published in 2013
by Architekturmuseum der TU München and Hatje Cantz Verlag.
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Distilling
Design
26’10 south Architects is a practice based in Brixton,
Johannesburg. Principal architects Anne Graupner
and Thorsten Deckler take that location seriously.
By: Dr Kelly Gillespie of the Department of Anthropology,
University of the Witwatersrand

26’10 south
Architects
and the
craft
of space
1

16
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Project: 26’10 south architects

W

hen they started the practice 10 years ago, it
was a time when many white professionals
were leaving Johannesburg for easier, less
confrontational contexts. Graupner and
Deckler, however, named their company after the global
latitude of Johannesburg as a claim on the worth of
the post-colonial city of gold in practising design. It
is precisely the complexity, the fraught nature of the
city of Johannesburg, that sharpens their insights into
design practice and provides the constraint needed for
innovative and socially-conscious work.
‘If design is about improving things,’ says Deckler, ‘then
constraint is the raw material, and Joburg abounds in
constraint.’ Their attention to the life and context of the
city – the changing form and meaning of Johannesburg –
as the stubborn and difficult inspiration for their work is
what gives their practice its purchase and its innovation.
Deckler was trained as an architect at University of the
Witwatersrand (Wits) in Johannesburg, while Graupner
studied urban design in Vienna, under the Iraqi architect
and urban designer Zaha Hadid.
The relationship between architecture and urban design
is at the heart of their collaboration. Their understanding
is that built forms exist as pieces within a broader spatial
system, which extends well beyond the individual
architectural structure. Each project they take on becomes
a carefully wrought conversation between a structure and
its context. Their practice is against the idea of the single
structure of architecture as an edifice for individuality, ego
and seclusion. Instead, they concentrate on the possibilities
that architecture affords for understanding spatial and
social context, for relationality, and for engaging sensitively
with the sites of building. As Graupner elaborates:
Our speciality is dealing with space. How do you site
architecture such that you maximise the ways in which
people can engage each other; that you can frame a view?
‘We work to find the most special thing about the site.
Going to building sites is about finding the clues. It is a
forensic exercise of translating the ideas that emerge
from the site into the design.’
Deckler pushes this point further, arguing that
architecture almost always has its target on the wrong
thing – luring people into what he calls a ‘self-referentiality’,
which focuses only on their own families, their own
profit, their own site. This orientation to architecture
does little to benefit the street, the suburb or the city,
does nothing to assist the collective project of creating
better urban space. But to think about design in the
context of its situatedness in collective space, asks the
question of what an intervention does for its context;
how it elaborates a conversation with place; how it
affects social interaction. Deckler’s favourite quotation
on architecture provides an anchor for this orientation
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towards space. It comes from Ludwig Leo, an architect
working in post-war Berlin:
‘The cumulative effect of architecture during the last
two centuries has been like that of a general lobotomy
performed on society at large, obliterating vast areas of
social experience. It is employed more and more as a
preventative measure; an agency for peace, security and
segregation which, by its very nature, limits the horizon of
experience… But on the other side of this definition, there is
surely another kind of architecture that would seek to give
full play to the things that have been carefully masked by its
anti-type: an architecture arising out of the deep fascination
that draws people towards others; an architecture that
recognises passion, carnality and sociality.’
Working in a city like Johannesburg – where the history
of apartheid, as well as the post-apartheid preoccupation
with security, constantly creates segregation and the
privatisation of space – Graupner and Deckler are always
looking for ways to open their designs towards public
encounter and generosity, even as they must pay attention
to security. The South African urban landscape is one of
severe thresholds and suspicion of the chance encounter.
To this, they bring an ethic of the street; one that seeks
to undo the severity of Johannesburg through clever
design work with boundaries and through making as
many openings as possible for public life. Working on
the contradiction between safety and generosity is a
constant feature of their Johannesburg practice. They
try to transform, without being overly idealistic, the
spatialisation of paranoia and privacy into instances
of engagement and sharing.

‘We sat together and worked out the important
things that couldn’t be left out.’ Bridget and Maggie
(clients for Timber House)
This ethic at the heart of 26’10 south Architects
has earned them a considerable amount of work and
a reputation as architects of public and community
projects. They have completed many projects that require a
sophistication around public and community participation
in the design process. But they insist that the commitment
to ‘participation’ is not something that should be read
only within the context of state-funded and bureaucratic
processes. For Graupner and Deckler, there really shouldn’t
be any other way to practise architecture. Each project ›

1 Timber House is reached at the end of a long dirt track, with a large glazed room used to warm
occupants in winter or opened in summer too overlook the Overberg mountain range.
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‘The architecture and design has created a
working space that has lifted the spirits of people
who have all too often been used to working in
overcrowded and dull areas in the public-health
sphere, with no regard for [the] beauty and
elegance that this building displays.’ Prof Ashraf
Coovadia (client, ESRU, Rahima Moosa Hospital)
requires engagement, and participation with all those
affected by the site. It becomes a method of thinking
about design, a way of responding to the site that always
elaborates it as a set of encounters. ‘What else should one
be focused on? This generosity to people should be at the
centre of architectural practice’, remarks Graupner.
Such generosity is evident in the way in which clients
are engaged. Graupner, Deckler and their team of
architects understand that they are designing for people
with diverse interests and needs, and they are enlivened by
the work of exploring the specificities and undercurrents
of these, along with each client. If at the first meeting the
client wants a particular view, a particular security feature
or a particular flow, Graupner and Deckler deconstruct
these ideas until they feel they have understood not just
the particularities of each client’s choice, but the core need
underneath it. ‘We try to drill down to the fundamental
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need,’ says Deckler, and this need becomes the basis for
the design effort. The process of distilling clients’ needs
– what they are really saying when they make a design
suggestion – is the wellspring of the design process.
Graupner and Deckler are not interested in being
known for their individual talent and capacity to design
signature buildings. For them, the extraordinariness of
architectural practice is not to be discovered in the idea
that springs from the mind of the great single individual
architect; nor in the single monumental structure
often associated with such big names. Rather, the
extraordinariness of architectural practice is to be found in
the process of working with people, with space, and with
the ideas that emerge out of those fascinating encounters.
Such practice does not stand down from big ideas
and sophisticated work, but finds its genesis in often
undervalued places: in the relational, the conversational,
and the contextual detail. The process of discovery of
elemental human needs and the translation of these
needs into designs that open built forms into lively
conversations with their context, is the crux of practice
at 26’10 south Architects.

Wits Bus Stop

In response to the real and perceived threats to personal
safety in Johannesburg, the bending of fencing around
this bus stop offers users a choice of being either part of
the street – or not.
Wits commissioned a bus stop for students waiting for
university buses to transport them between campuses and
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4
residences. After the presentation of initial designs that
interpreted the world-class aspirations of the university
architecturally, and allowed for ample engagement
between students and the street, the client acknowledged
that what was really wanted was a shelter to protect
students against weather and muggings. At a meeting,
the client’s frustrated demand to ‘Just build me a bloody
carport!’ made it clear that the bus stop would end up
a kind of cage positioned behind the university’s fence,
fenced off from the street. To avoid this neurosis so
typical of Johannesburg, but still remaining attentive
to the security concerns of students, a clever bit of fence
manipulation was invented. The fence line was bent
to allow half the bus stop to be sited within the secure
perimeter, while the other half lays open to the street, with
a turnstile separating the two areas. A forecourt connects
the public part of the shelter to the street and, in this way,
the usually abrupt threshold between public and private
could be distended and invested with the potential for
socialisation. The design extracted elegance and public
space out of the predicament of danger and paranoia.

Rahima Moosa Hospital

An extension to an existing public hospital focused
design attention on the most public areas, and turned the
building façade into an artwork.
The Rahima Mother and Child Hospital is situated in
the sprawling suburban landscape of Coronationville,
an apartheid neighbourhood laid out to house
Johannesburg’s mixed-race inhabitants. The hospital
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extension for the Empilweni Services and Research Unit
(ESRU), a paediatric research unit run in partnership with
the University of the Witwatersrand, was designed as a
‘clone’ of the original three-storey blocks at the back of the
hospital and replicated to extend the original pattern. This
allowed for the major design effort to be directed towards
the structure linking the new block to its older sibling,
which serves as a public entrance. The emphasis on this
new entrance provides a strong commitment to the public
life of the hospital, making it welcoming and playful.
Instead of spending donor funding (that was unlikely
to be replenished) on painting the building, a decision was
made to tile the façade of the structure. In collaboration
with architect and artist Lorenzo Nassimbeni, a tiling
pattern was developed. Common white and black tiles are
laid out, and interspersed with precious metal mosaics
that allude to the history of gold in Johannesburg and to
the attribution of value to the public hospital.
Despite the fact that the neighbouring blocks are in
very close proximity to the linking structure, the tiling of
its façade provides each office with a different view onto
the artwork – the west light catching the tiles and making
them blink and shine. ›
2 View of bus stop from inside university property. Its horizontal line and brown-oxide colour
underscores the utilitarian nature of the structure, but also complements the tall green
Jacaranda trees. 3 Approach from staff parking showing link building, at Rahima Moosa
Hosital, framed by the existing admin block (on right) and the new blocks (on left). The raised
children’s playground can be seen in the foreground with pergola to provide shade from the sun
once overgrown. 4 Concept sketch for the Rahima Moosa Hospital.
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‘The challenge was to reconcile the outrageousness of the idea of a double-storey braai,
with the overall house that is in many ways quite ordinary and reserved – a home for a family.’
Carlo van Aardt, architect in training on Park House (26’10 south Architects)
Timber House

This small house, extremely compact at its core, can open
up to allow for the various activities of its inhabitants
to unfold informally and with a sense of being in touch
with the natural surroundings.
Designed for a writer and editor, this small house in
Suurbraak in the Overberg mountains is used as a retreat on
long solitary stretches – punctuated by visiting friends and
family. The clients had camped on the site for many years,
then built a deck and finally approached the architects to
build a house. They wanted to retain the feel of camping,
while upgrading into a comfortable and elegant structure.
Part of the design process was to plot the trees and the
views, and to design the structure with these in mind.
The house comfortably sleeps six people, with a loft
serving as main bedroom and study, and a seating nook
on the veranda fitted with standard mattresses and
generous sleeping sofas. Depending on the weather, the
house opens or closes up by means of sliding glass doors
and screens. The outdoor kitchen and shower turn daily
rituals into memorable holiday experiences.

5 Interior view of Timber House, showing the kitchen and a living nook that doubles as two beds
and a loft above. The inclusion of a loft results in a generous volume alleviating the compactness
of the house. 6 The playroom addition, of the Park House, built onto the side of the existing
house, takes advantages of long views into the front and back garden. In the foreground, part
of a cycle track for the four young boys can be seen. It circumnavigates the entire property.
7 Nowhere else should the notion of architecture as timeless or complete be challenged as much
as in housing, such as the Lufhereng housing project, especially for the poor who need to be
able to customise a 40m2 house to accommodate various needs.
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Lufhereng Post-occupancy Study

This post-occupancy study was prepared in response to
an invitation to exhibit the Lufhereng Subsidised Housing
project at Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Denmark.
Rather than exhibiting images taken when the project
was completed seven years ago, the architects insisted on
documenting how inhabitants live in the houses now.
Lufhereng is a low-cost housing project built on
the edges of Soweto. It forms part of South Africa’s
subsidised housing programme, which has delivered
2.5 million houses for low-income earners since 1994.
This achievement in numbers comes at a cost. Most of the
resulting settlements are characterised by monotonous
low-density sprawl, and are located on cheap land on the
periphery of the urban economy. This, in turn, exacts high
transport costs to access work, education and services.
The design effort sought to depart from the monotony
associated with typical low-cost housing projects,
designing a range of housing types for the settlement.
In addition, the intentionally intimate relationship of
houses to the street, their proportions and the inclusion
of verandas as semi-public thresholds were an attempt to
contribute to a sense of community and safety.
For this exhibition, the architects returned to Lufhereng
after five years to document the original 40m² dwellings
– many of which are now being used as shops, crèches
and shebeens (informal taverns). Some houses have been
extended to include additional rooms for extended family
or tenants. These adaptations stem from a dire need to
earn a living and to accommodate household structures
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7
that consistently depart from the nuclear family norm.
This post-occupancy project emphasised the social life of
space, and the mutability and co-option of original design
into changing needs and livelihoods.

images: david southwood

Park House

This 1950s family home in a wealthy suburb of Johannesburg
was inward-looking, with hyper-compartmentalised spaces.
Positioned opposite the Johannesburg Botanical
Gardens in Emmarentia, it did not engage well with its
environment. The design worked to undo this inwardlooking orientation, by opening up the areas of the house
to one another and increasing the house’s exposure to
the garden and public park. Additionally, some of the
internal walls of the house were made mobile, so that
rooms could be expanded or diminished.
The kitchen forms the centre of family life. It opens onto
a courtyard at the back, as well as onto the living areas,
family room and patios at the front. A new staircase has
been added to lead up to a study and guest suite, which are
now accommodated in the roof space; this was hollowed
out by inserting a large steel girder as support. To the side
of the house a playroom, subdivisible into three parts,
connects the children’s bedrooms and brings into the
house views of both the front and back gardens.
A raised platform has been created to afford views of
the setting sun over one of Johannesburg’s largest parks,
transcending the boundaries of secured suburbia. The
platform also provides a low, sheltering roof over the
family patio. Its concrete slab was cast over shallow,
corrugated-steel vaults, in order to reduce its physical
weight. At night, the ceiling is transformed into a giant
light fitting by switching on LEDs that are fitted to the
flanges of the supporting steel beam.

Conclusion

architectural and design practice that values depth in
both the process of engagement and the conceptual
thought required to bring the process to fruition. This
is the commitment at 26’10 south Architects: to process,
to dwell on each site and each client’s needs, and to pull
through each a strong conceptual thread that makes the
space and place in which we live more thoughtful and
more meaningful. ■

PROFESSIONAL TEAM
WITS BUS STOP

26’10 team: Thorsten Deckler, Anne
Graupner, Kegan Stokes, Nicci Labuschagne,
Ingmar Buechner, Tebogo Ramatla
Project Manager: Marietjie van Niekerk,
Campus Planning and Development,
University of the Witwatersrand
Contractor: ABC Services
Quantity Surveyor: Emheyns
Structural Engineering Input:
Mike Linning
Civil/Traffic Engineer: Sonderlund & Schutte
Electrical and Lighting: Aftek
Consulting Engineers

RAHIMA MOOSA
HOSPITAL EXTENSION

26’10 team: Paul Devenish, Thorsten
Deckler, Anne Graupner, Isabel van Wyk de
Gouveia, Nicci Labuschagne, Kegan Stokes,
Shani Fakir, Carlo van Aardt, Matthew
Liechti, Romeo Banza, Christine Brand
Contractor: Dryden Construction
Quantity Surveyor: KDMQS
Structural Engineer: SKCM Engineers
Project Manager: Dirk van den Eynde,
Campus Planning and Development,
University of Witwatersrand
Mechanical Engineer: Acend

Consulting Engineers
Electrical Engineer: One Zero Consulting
Artwork: Lorenzo Nassimbeni,
Anne Graupner
Specialist Tiling: D.ash:
Design*Construction*Beautification
Tiles: supplied by Union Tiles

TIMBER HOUSE

26’10 team: Thorsten Deckler, Anne
Graupner, Nicci Labuschagne, Isabel van
Wyk de Gouveia, Matthew Liechti
Structural Engineering Input: Mike
Linning, Nicol Labuschagne, Gideon Pepler
Contractor: Tristan de Graaff

PARK HOUSE

26’10 team: Thorsten Deckler, Isabel
van Wyk de Gouveia, Carlo van Aardt,
Matthew Liechti, Christine Brand
Contractor: Pinhiero Construction
Quantity Surveyor: MI Consulting
Structural Engineer: Mike Linning

LUFHEREND POST-OCCUPANCY
STUDY

26’10 team: Thorsten Deckler, Anne
Graupner, Kegan Stokes, Carlo van Aardt,
Ntate Ibrahim Modimokwane, Rusha Malan

Read together, these five projects reveal a mode of
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House
Fourie

The house, as building
type, must be one of the
most difficult design
problems anyone can
face. It is a declaration
of sorts – even more
so for the architect. It
should then be seen
as the manifesto of a
system of convictions,
concerns and predictions.
By: Frieda le Roux
Architects: Carl and
Christine Fourie

1
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H

ouse Fourie is a two-storey house built on one
of the very last open stands in Llandudno, Cape
Town, and it deserves publication – if only for the
numerous challenges the architects-cum-owners,
engineer and builder had to face in order to realise the
project. The challenges mainly relate to the imposed
regulatory framework and the steep slope of the site.
Said site is situated on one of the higher level streets
in the area and borders the Table Mountain National
Park to the north. Previous owners, who were living on
one of the adjacent sites, introduced three severe ›
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2
servitudes in their own favour. Two of these determined
that no building or garage may be positioned closer than
11,3m from the street boundary; this over and above
the very steep slope. The site has a fall of 15m and the
house is situated 10m below street level. Add to this
Llandudno’s own building restrictions and guidelines,
which differ from greater Cape Town
and stipulate that no building may be
higher than 88m above sea level. The
latter restrictions capped the house’s
roof level at approximately 2m below
street level.
A mistake made early on by the
builder’s team nearly halted the whole
process, but yet another application for
height relaxation (there were several)
was ruled in the owners’ favour and
the project went on to be completed.
The City Council had to be convinced that the 15m fall
made it necessary to exceed the 1.5m limit set for lifting
the floorplate above the natural ground level.
Approaching the house, one starts at the highest point
– namely street level – and has to find one’s way down ›

The City Council had
to be convinced that
the 15m fall made it
necessary to exceed
the 1.5m limit set for
lifting the floorplate

1 As seen from the Table Mountain National Park side. 2 The front door and garage are situated
10m below the entry to the site. 3 An outdoor-braai area towards the south side of the house,
between the garage back door and kitchen door. 4 A rim-flow pool on the north side, overlooking
Table Mountain National Park and the Atlantic Ocean.
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IT WOULD BE VERY EASY
TO INTRODUCE A THIRD STOREY
IN THIS CAVITY, WITH ONLY A
LITTLE EXCAVATION ...
TOWARDS THE BACK
5
the very steep ramp to the double garage and front door.
Viewed from this side, the solidity, mass and weight
of what is visible creates an immediate sense of being
earthed, of growing out of the landscape – similar to
Gottfried Semper’s idea of stereotomic architecture.
Once inside, the beautiful views towards the ocean
and nature reserve, quality finishes and relaxed
atmosphere communicate light as well as solidity.

art of tectonics

However, when standing on the corner diagonally
across from street entry, one is confronted by pilotis,
which keep the house lifted from the very expensive
Llandudno earth. In theory, it would be very easy to
introduce a third storey in this cavity, with only a little
excavation being required towards the back. However,
the architect has said that the original design indicated
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8
a two-bedroomed house (it was eventually built with
three), and that more floor space is unnecessary.
But it is when standing here, looking back, seeing
the angulate tortoise (‘Lancaster’) finding his way on
the empty, sandy earth beneath the house, that another
opposite comes to mind: that of tectonic architecture.
The architect decided to use column footings rather
than to disturb the soil with strip footings and retaining
walls – and this avoided the need to cart in 100m3 of fill.
‘I always knew [that] if we could get the foundation
bases in and columns cast, followed by the first deck, ›

5 Towards the south side, the plot borders on a council servitude. 6 The house is surrounded
by dramatic views. 7 The wooden decks were left untreated, and are slowly turning grey.
8 A relatively small window on the western side of the living space frames the Llandudno
beachfront, blocking unnecessary afternoon sun.
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we [would] have an easier way forward [due to then]
building off a flat platform.’
From here, it is also clear that the garden between
the house and the northern boundary is for viewing
only; a green strip of no-man’s land. The house is ‘it’,
in itself. The view across the boundary wall of the Table
Mountain Park and, a bit further off,
of the restless Atlantic Ocean, is the only
backdrop needed. There is no garden
or outside living on ground level. The
three bedrooms and rim-flow pool on
the lower storey, as well as the wide deck
with lounge and office behind it on the
top floor all look out over this garden.
However, because of the difference in
height between these levels, no direct
access is possible. Most admirably, the architectowner decided on an indigenous garden, realising
that it may not be possible to use water for gardening
in the not-too-distant future. (Also, this was why the

THE WIDE DECK WITH
LOUNGE AND OFFICE
BEHIND IT ON THE TOP
FLOOR ALL LOOK OUT
OVER THIS GARDEN

9 The study, immediately to the right of the front door. 10 A double-volume area, connecting the
living area with the lower-floor sitting room, creates natural air flow. 11 The main living area,
with the kitchen in the background.
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landscape architect they initially wished to appoint never
returned: she had insisted on irrigation.) Two 10 000-litre
water tanks were installed under the house for rainwater,
which could then be recycled for garden use.
But despite being subject to the landscape – hanging
on, sinking into – the house shows no further interest
in it. On the south side is an additional green strip;
in part, because of another servitude. But to be outside,
to experience nature, one has to make oneself comfortable
on the deck.
As mentioned earlier, it is from here that one can enjoy
the magnificent views. And to his credit, the architect
decided against opening up the western façade, directly
facing the ocean. The glare would have made the house
near-impossible to live in. Well-placed windows and the
view of the ocean from the northern side, is ample.
‘Having located the house 12 degrees east of north
was the best move we could make, as one tends to miss
the Southeaster.’ As for the winter’s Northwester, which
brings rain, the 4m cantilevered roof creates sufficient
shelter and shields the worst of the wind.
‘The new SANS 10 400 is a good guideline to a
“greener” house’, [by encouraging] a smaller percentage
[of] windows on façades, double or tinted glazing,
and good insulation … for low energy usage.’ ›
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THIS RETIREMENT HOME OFFERS A HIGHLY SOPHISTICATED AND CARED-FOR INTERIOR, THAT SERVES
AS A BACKDROP TO THE OWNERS’ DOMESTIC LIFE

16

17

Double-glazing is another way to address changes in
weather, as are the heated floor screeds, with their ‘Viega
water-pipe system’ connected to a central heat pump.
A fireplace in the living room on the top floor is equipped
with a fan unit, with pipework connected to the bedrooms
on the lower level. Also on the lower level is the pool,
situated directly opposite a double-volume space that
allows cool air to circulate the house with ease in summer.
In order to keep maintenance low, extensive off-shutter
concrete finishes were introduced – both inside and out.
‘The off-shutter was formed by cutting shutter boards in
150mm x 1 200mm strips, to create the “wood-plankshutter” look. After stripping the shutter, the concrete
was brushed clean to remove shutter grease.’ However,
all blemishes and indentations were left in their original
form, with no grinding or patching carried out afterwards.
The other materials used for the façade were plaster
and Masaranduba redwood (of Brazilian origin).

The wood was introduced mainly to add warmth to the
façade. While the timber at the gate and entrance to
the house is frequently oiled, the patios have been left
untreated to fade and discolour naturally; this will
allow them to blend in with the off-shutter concrete.
Frameless glass and aluminium balustrades give an
obstructed view, but the architect concedes that these
are not the easiest to keep clean in coastal conditions.
In conclusion then, this retirement home offers a
highly sophisticated and cared-for interior that serves
as a backdrop to the owners’ domestic life. At the same
time, it fixes its place in the physical world with views
of the surrounding mountains and ocean. ■
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14 The kitchen window also gives beautiful views of Hangberg. 15 A work surface overlooking the
double volume. 16 The open-plan living area-cum-kitchen. 17 A guest bedroom with views onto
the National Park. In winter, hot air from the gas fireplace is redirected to the bedrooms.
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Ideals and

Innovation in architectural form is, unfortunately, rare these days as many designers
unconsciously resort to the use of fashionable clichés or international precedent. It is
refreshing, therefore, to come across uniqueness in architectural form, in an understated
building2 for a medical practice in Die Wilgers, Pretoria, completed in 2015.
By: Dr Arthur Barker, Department of Architecture, University of Pretoria

H

ere, the architect Marguerite Pienaar, of
HolmJordaan Architects and Urban Designers,
has made a considered contribution to the way
that architects can consciously operate.
Following from an exposé of the regionally influenced
architecture of Karlien Thomashoff in the 2015 July/
August issue of Architecture South Africa, this article
will also sketch the biographical influences of Pienaar,
which not only increases the limited record of the
practice of South African architects, but also elucidates
design approaches. This article will locate the design of
Die Wilgers Medical Centre as a reconciliation of the
architect’s ideals and the complexities of everyday design.
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Introduction

A number of authors, in a recent South African Journal
of Art History3 on the work of Le Corbusier, allude to
a dialectic in his work that supports similar critiques
raised by Colin St John Wilson in his seminal book,
The Other Tradition of Modern Architecture. Here, Tim
Benton4 (St John Wilson, 2007:154) refers to the design
of Le Corbusier’s 1929 house for Hélène de Mandrot in
Le Pradet, France, as vacillating between his dominant
architectural principles5 and the exigencies of the
program and site. But this critique is contestable. Even
though the house was constructed of random rubblestone walling and an exposed timber-roof structure, Le
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contingencies

1

Die Wilgers Medical Centre, Pretoria

1
Corbusier himself notes (Frampton, 2001:133) that ‘the
rusticity of the materials is in no way a hindrance to the
expression of a clear plan and a modern aesthetic’. As
Heynen (1999:11-14) has explained in Architecture and
Modernity, this transitory view of the modern expresses
the desire for innovation that does not oppose tradition to
achieve progress, but reacts to it through endless change.
At the heart of this is the ‘conflict’ between architectural
‘inheritances’ and the exigencies of place, client
requirements and everyday practice. In this way ideals
are bounded by contingent conditions. An awareness of
this approach can result in unique architectural solutions,
exemplified in the design of Die Wilgers Medical Centre.
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Ideals

Marguerite Pienaar (1977 –) graduated from the University
of the Free State’s (UFS’s) Department of Architecture in
2001. She received the Award for Best Final Year Student
(cum laude) from the Free State Institute of Architects,
as well as being placed second runner-up in the regional
Corobrik Student Awards. The following year, she
received a special nomination from the International
RIBA Student Competition for her final-year project.
In 2013, she completed a postgraduate Master’s Degree
cum laude at the University of Pretoria, focused on the
domestic architecture of Norman Eaton (1902 – 1966)
and was subsequently awarded the Neil Powell ›
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2

3
Neil Postgraduate Award for the best postgraduate
studies through research. She has taught at the
universities of the Witwatersrand and Pretoria, and
at the Tshwane University of Technology. Pienaar is
a regular external examiner at these and other South
African universities.
After her final year of study, she taught part-time at UFS
while working for Hennie Lambrecht and, on occasion,
for ‘Ora Joubert Architects. Subsequently, she joined
the offices of ACG Architects in Cape Town where, in
conjunction with Shirley Gunn (Human Rights Media
Centre), she won an inter-office competition for the
Athlone Struggle Memorial Competition. Pienaar also
worked as a candidate architect for Comrie + Wilkinson
Architects and Schabort Nothnagel Architects.
She has been a director at HolmJordaan
Architects and Urban Designers since
2007. The practice is ‘an exemplary
architectural as well as environmental
consultancy, which has received numerous
awards for their architecture, restoration
and energy studies – also in the fields of
affordable housing, urban regeneration
and environmental management – ranging
through scales from that of the inner city
to [the] distant rural locations.’ (Fisher,
2012:32.) In 2013, Pienaar received an award from the
Pretoria Institute of Architects (PIA) for the Novi Skin
Centre in Nieuw Muckleneuk. Here, many of Pienaar’s
architectural ideals were honed. In 2015, with her
husband Morné, she received a Commendation, also
from the PIA, for the Refilwe Urban Upgrade project.

Pienaar cites the
urban-design
influence of Prof
Paul Kotze as crucial
to her development

1 The north eastern aspect of Die Wilgers Medical Centre (Pienaar, 2015). 2 The 2012 Novi Skin
project in Nieuw Muckleneuk, Pretoria, which received an Award of Merit from the Pretoria
Institute of Architects. The tightly framed urban form was a precursor to the design approach
for Die Wilgers Medical Centre. 3 Le Corbusier’s Villa Mandrot at Pradet, France, 1929 where
ideals are reconciled with context and brief.
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Pienaar grew up on an isolated farm near Somerset East
in the Eastern Cape, with her parents and five siblings. Her
mother inculcated a love of reading in all her children. A
phenomenological approach to architecture was instilled
by the cliffs and caves of the rural context, where the
children often carved make-believe ‘cities’ in the earth.
In hindsight, Pienaar recognises that her father’s simple
artistic pursuits must have had some influence on her
initial decision to study art or architecture at the then
University of Port Elizabeth. But a meeting with Professor
Jan Smit at UFS, who made the course seem so interesting,
made her accept a position there.
Apart from the deeply seated phenomenological
design approach at UFS, Pienaar cites the urban-design
influence of Prof Paul Kotze6 as crucial to her architectural
development. His introduction to students of the work
of Pierre von Meiss, who was later invited to a student
conference at UFS in 2002, awakened an interest in ideas
of gravity in architecture7. As a result, many of her student
design projects explored these themes – often focusing on
hermetic, linear architectural forms that were grounded in
place. Through Kotze’s student visits to the Cape, she was
also introduced to the transitory modernist work of Roelof
Uytenbogaardt and Norbert Rozendal in Cape Town.
The latter’s Niehaus gallery, in Claremont, would later
influence the internal upper-floor layout of her awardwinning Novi Skin building.
At the heart of Pienaar’s design approach is a belief
that architecture as sculpture alone does not have
staying power and that humaneness, as espoused by
Peter Buchanan in his article ‘Place and Aliveness’ in
the Big Rethink in Architecture8, has much more value.
This belief aligns closely with the regionally inspired,
but canonically principled Modern Movement architect,
Eileen Gray, who once retorted that ‘formulas are
nothing. People are everything’ (www.anothermag.
com/design-living/7916/inside-eileen-grays-modernisthaven-e1027 [accessed 2 May 2016]).
Pienaar is, however, unashamedly respectful of the
Modern Movement form, her standpoint reinforced
by Joubert (2012:31) who refers to Pienaar’s Novi Skin
building in Pretoria as being of the ‘neo-modernist
genre’. But Pienaar’s approach to the Modern Movement
is transitory and her form-making is deeply entrenched
by her formative influences and moulded by the
contingencies of place, program and practice.

Contingencies

In 2014, Pienaar was approached by a Pretoria-based
doctor, Danélle Serfontein9 of MedAhead at @ Wilgers, to
initially design an ambitious and specialised medical ›
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facility to complement the nearby hospital. The client
explains that ‘the team at MedAhead @ Wilgers has been
working together in a 24-hour emergency practice for
many years… [and that they] believe that the medical
industry in South Africa is facing many challenges –
amongst others a severe shortage [of] medical expertise.
[They therefore] pride [them]selves [on] playing a special
role in the private medical market’ (http://medahead.
co.za/ [accessed 9 May 2016]). Problems with approvals
and costs resulted in the final programme, which caters
for a range of medical practitioners and associated
administrative and service facilities. Pienaar also had to
‘future-proof’ the design to take account of the possible
expansion and flexibility in medical practices.
The client expressed a need for a light, open and
‘fresh’ building that ‘exudes a sense of wellness’. The
building had to be simple and unpretentious, but bold
enough to act as a landmark in the area. Dr Serfontein
was enamoured with ideas of building with ‘local’
materials, references to nature and Pretoria’s built history.
‘Given the tight budget, she was set on good value for
money.’ (Pienaar, M. 2016.)
The 636m2 site is located in Die Wilgers, Pretoria,
on the corner of Wattle Crescent and Beuke Place,
directly behind an existing hospital parking area and
bordered, to the south, by residential properties. An
existing residence was demolished to make way for
the new development. The client also owns the site to
the south, where an existing house is used for practice
administration. Pienaar had to consider the future
expansion of the medical centre to encompass this site.
However, municipal-zoning regulations, floor-area ratios
(FARs) and a restrictive set of parking requirements
resulted in an extremely limited building footprint.

Reconciliation

After a number of iterations that worked within the
tight regulatory footprint, and limited by budget, Pienaar’s
concept was formed. As in Novi Skin, and Pienaar’s
student project in Welkom, well-defined urban edges
root the building in place. A strong architectural, Von
Meiss-inspired form acts as a small contrasting landmark
in the area, while its formal articulation facilitates future
internal expansion. Pienaar explains, ‘The concept
proposal is simple: the building would be placed to edge
as close as possible to the northern boundary of the site,
facing Wattle Crescent. In this way, [it] is exposed to
the northern hemisphere (climatically desirable), and
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visibility along Simon Vermooten Drive and Lynnwood
Drive is increased. In addition, [this] positioning on the
site means that parking can be tucked away neatly behind
the building envelope. Simplicity and flexibility will be
key ideas driving design decisions, allowing for a robust
building envelope that would be able to accommodate
change over time with the minimum of impact. The width
of the building will be [a] direct result of accommodating
parking on the site, along the southern edge. Along
with turning circles for cars parked at a 60° [angle], the
remaining space makes up the width of the building
footprint.’ (Pienaar, 2014:11.) The frontal location of the
new building also allows for future expansion to the rear,
through a possible courtyard typology.
Although Pienaar (2016) notes that she is ‘not sure
about consciously evoking the past, as we are not in it’,
her work is certainly cognisant of the continuum of the
discipline, as well as demonstrating a synergy of her
ideals and local design traditions. Pienaar’s predilection
for singular powerful form, that seemingly acts against
gravity, can be seen in the facebrick plinth that anchors
the building to the ground, acting as a counter to the
cantilevered white-painted brickwork box that sits above.
To the rear of the site, as a result of its fall, this aspect
proved more difficult to achieve. The security entrance
to the eastern edge of the site is a figurative cut-out of the
main building, providing further continuity of form.
The architecture of Die Wilgers establishes a new
place in the nondescript neighbourhood, just as Alvar
Aalto’s 1953 Muuratsalo Experimental House creates a
strong temple-like presence in the Finnish forest. Further
similarities are the towering white-painted brickwork
walls and screen that contrast with the brownness of
the nondescript hospital environment – echoing Aalto’s
contrast with nature. Pienaar’s brick-walled ‘bookends’
frame a steel-framed filigree providing privacy, glimpses
of the spaces beyond and the promise of extensions.
The rooftop terrace echoes Mediterranean
architectural influences and, perhaps unconsciously,
recalls the 1930s South African zero-hour experiments
with flat-roofed buildings in the then Transvaal. The
strong linear and hermetic forms of Pienaar’s student
projects, her continued predilection for flat roofs and
the expense of concrete, has resulted in low-pitched steel
sheeted roofs bounded by parapet walls. Although ›
4-7 Pienaar’s sketches of Die Wilgers showing the development of the architectural form
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Pienaar has exploited the double volume at the entrance
and foyer, the limitations of the flat roof restrict greater
volumetric exploration in the remainder of the scheme.
The formal resolution not only recalls the aesthetic,
but also the functional role of Alvaro Siza’s forest-bound
swimming pool in Porto which, in turn, bears many
similarities to Aalto’s experimental house. Siza’s walls
frame a swimming pool courtyard, further articulated
by the vertical timber louvres that create privacy for the
changing rooms.
Die Wilgers’ elevated consulting rooms and steel screen
provide privacy for patients, while facilitating passive
design strategies on the northern façade. Here, Pienaar
relies on thresholds to mimic the formal principles of the
Pretoria stoep that her client expressed
appreciation for when visiting her Novi
Skin building. The tight building footprint
has limited the location and depth of
the thresholds, which exist as the cliffand cave-like entrance foyer, balconies
on the north and the roof-top terrace.
Unfortunately, the restrictions of building
width have mitigated against a further
threshold between passage and examination
room, which would improve privacy for the
patient. The internal layout of the consultation room has,
however, been carefully organised to provide a number of
thresholds defined by the continuous form of the counter
and suspended ceiling unit.
The splayed entrance wall and steps to the north-east
create drama and a formal plasticity, while allowing
the form of the building to gently ‘turn’ the corner. An
architectural promenade draws pedestrians from the
street edge and car users from the parking area into the
external roof-lit foyer, linking visitors back to the context
and a view to Pienaarspoort.
The formality of the architecture is subtly balanced
with phenomenological articulations. The client’s request
for a ‘light, open and fresh’ building has resulted in the
strategic use of natural light and the concomitant location
of carefully crafted openings, to respond to issues of privacy

The formality of the
architecture is
subtly balanced with
phenomenological
articulations

8 Alvar Aalto’s 1953 Muuratsalo Experimental House, Finland (http://www.archdaily.
com/214209/ad-classics-muuratsalo-experimental-house-alvar-aalto [accessed 8 May 2016]).
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and communality. The raised nature of the external foyer
provides a discreet entry for the visitor, further enhanced by
sliding screens in the waiting area. Windows at floor level in
the linking passage hide patients’ entry into the consulting
room, where a fully glazed and recessed façade is screened
by perforated steel panels. Wall surfaces are exploited to
provide places to rest and guide movement, while (Antonio)
Scarpa- and Aalto-like attention to detail and the restrained
use of colour provide a calm and restful interior.
The two-storied centre houses reception, waiting
area, consulting rooms and service spaces on the ground
floor. Spaces are appropriately scaled for the inhabitants,
albeit the cliff-like entry and waiting area are possibly
too narrow and compromised by the low-level windows
specifically for patient privacy. It is also a pity that the
main passage ends in service doors; a compromise that
was not present in previous design iterations.
On the first-floor western wing, further services, more
flexible consulting rooms and a second waiting area have
been provided. This area links to a roof-top terrace that
can be used for outdoor exercises or social events. This
space partially resolves Pienaar’s intentions to ‘futureproof’ the building, by allowing for the maximum FAR.
The space also provides release to the tight internal
arrangement, as well as phenomenological connections
to light, sun and view. A cleverly planned door-withina-door allows varying possibilities of linking with the
terrace, should internal planning change.
The small building footprint has minimised the need
for complex structural solutions. Load-bearing walls carry
suspended, off-shutter concrete floor slabs and a timber
roof structure at first-floor level. Material choices are
guided by a conscious environmental approach, as well
as Pienaar’s formal ideals and the influences of regional
architecture. To reduce costs and deal with the clients’
dislike of the extensive use of facebrick, walls are bagged
– in various ways externally – and painted to articulate
the overall building form. Pienaar’s study on Norman
Eaton, and her transitory approach to modernity, must
have influenced the aesthetic – which renders the planar
architecture partially organic. Continuity between inside
and outside space has been achieved through the use of
various sized black-slate floor tiles, recalling Pretoria
architectural traditions of the 1940s and 50s.
There is much innovation in detailing, such as
connections between stereotomic and tectonic elements,
and much care has been taken with the design of the
northern sliding-steel screens. Here, perforations have
been organised according to Fibonacci principles, while the
centrally located screens consist of simple clamped-steel
mesh. Attention has also been paid to the design of window
and door openings – from the horizontally slotted and
splayed reveals of service windows, to window-frame
configurations and internal partitions with coloured
inserts on the first floor. The black aluminium window
frames and black-painted column downpipe and beam
provide a strong contrast to the white-painted walls. Simple
plywood panels, revealing a relief of Pretoria’s urban ›
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layout, have been used to create a modesty screen for the
reception desk and balustrade to the internal staircase. A
decision to splay a low wall at the entrance door provided
an opportunity to use red mosaic tiles to express a tonguein-cheek medical reference. Exposed copper pipes in
service areas and innovative light fixtures complete the
honest expression of materials and technologies.
Environmental considerations draw directly from
the local context and historical architectural precedent.
The ‘attenuated plan form … is environmentally
advantageous’ (Pienaar, M. 2014:11) as the northerly
orientation limits east-west exposure. Along with limited
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openings on these edges and considerable thermal mass
through brick walls, direct earth connection and concrete
floors assure adequate passive design. As a result,
minimal mechanical heating or cooling is required, with
necessary services hidden behind the steel screens. The
limited building width also allows for natural lighting
and ventilation. The screen to the north will eventually be
covered with creepers, which will assist with summer sun
control. Bricks were sourced from local quarries, which
reduced transport costs, and although aluminium has a
high-embodied energy cost, it was selected due to its lowmaintenance and recyclable possibilities. Recently, the
client installed solar panels on the roof for water heating;
these have not compromised building form or aesthetics.

Conclusion

Die Wilgers Medical Centre is a small building that does
big things. The strong formal statement, that extends
Pienaar’s experimentations with hermetic linear form, is
softened by material choices, thresholds, the use of light and
attention to detail. It is a ‘welcoming’ building, providing
patients with a secure, private and restful experience.
The design is a reconciliation of Pienaar’s architectural
ideals and the contingencies of place, programme and
practice, proving that past influences that have formed
architectural ideals can be successfully reconciled with
the exigencies of daily practice. The solution is both
powerful and phenomenological, and demonstrates the
dictum that practice does make perfect. ■
After Tim Benton in St John Wilson, C. 2006. The Other Tradition of Modern Architecture. p154.
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LIVING WALLS
and GREEN
FAÇADES
A CASE STUDY OF THE UP
PLANT SCIENCES’ VEGETATED WALL
By: Professor Piet Vosloo,
Department of Architecture,
University of Pretoria

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the differences between, and the importance
and benefits of, green façades and living walls – both commonly referred to as ‘green’
walls in urban areas. The paper briefly describes the history of the greening of walls
over the past 100 years, and the nature of a vertical habitat for plants is discussed.
Some examples of green façades and living walls are presented but, as a case
study, specific focus is placed on the living wall at the University of Pretoria’s (UP’s)
Department of Plant Sciences, where an experimental habitat primarily for succulent
indigenous cremnophytes has been established. The design, construction, plant-species
selection and performance over the past two years of this project are investigated and
presented in detail. The research finds that the differences between green façades and
living walls are not merely semantic, but that there are essential differences in terms
of wall construction, planting methods and appropriate plant species. The value of the
research lies in the fact that the often arbitrary and confusing use of the term ‘green’
wall, which may refer to green façades or living walls, is clarified, and an understanding
is shown of the challenges of recreating a cremnophyte habitat; one of the rarest and
least-researched plant habitats.

KEY WORDS
Cremnophyte, green façade, green wall, living wall, UP Plant Sciences
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INTRODUCTION

The role of green infrastructure in city cooling, reducing
energy loads on buildings and improving human thermal
comfort has warranted much attention over the last two
decades, largely driven by concerns over climate change
and urban expansion.
(Cameron, Taylor & Emmett, 2014: 198)
The different forms of green infrastructure that
Cameron et al. (2014: 198) refer to include urban forests,
street trees, parks, turf-grass, gardens and vegetated roofs
and walls (commonly referred to as ‘green’ roofs and
walls). They point out that the interrelationships between
these in terms of their combined effect on ameliorating
the micro-climate in urban areas are not easily discernible
or understood. Since there are an abundance of large
and high building walls in our urban areas that could
lend themselves to greening, Lundholm and Richardson
(cited in Francis & Lorimer, 2011: 1430) have proposed
that greater consideration be given to ‘…artificial urban
habitats such as walls … as “analogue” habitats that can
support species from comparable natural habitats’ (in this
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case vertical rock cliffs). And that these habitats could be
improved by using appropriate ecological engineering
techniques such as green façades or living walls.
Whereas the concept of plants growing up a wall is
many centuries old and mainly relied on the particular
climber’s ability to cling to the wall surface, e.g. Boston
ivy (Parthenocissus tricuspidata) and Tickey creeper (icus
pumila), Dunnett and Kingsbury (2010: 9) suggest that
‘…modern façade greening refers to the application of
modern technologies to support a much wider range of
climbing plants to much greater heights’. The University
of Pretoria (UP) Department of Plant Sciences
building’s vegetated wall, in this sense, is not a ‘green’
wall as such, since few of the plants used are climbers,
but can rather be described as a living wall supporting
mainly cremnophytes. Cremnophytes are plants that
in nature find their foothold on a vertical habitat and
which term is derived from the Greek kremnos (cliff)
and phyta (plants).
Larson, Matthes and Kelly (2000: 79) find that natural
rock cliffs have traditionally attracted far less research
and investigation than other more accessible habitats
and as a result cliffs are often seen as ‘…break-points
or transient points in landscapes’, leading to cliffs
being characterised as edges between different habitats
or ecotypes and not necessarily as habitats in their
own right. The flora on cliff faces, which include both
obligate and opportunistic cremnophytes, is one of the
least studied growth forms in the world (Van Jaarsveld,
2011: xvi); this was one of the biggest motivations for
creating a man-made cliff at the UP Department of Plant
Sciences’ building that can resemble a natural ‘living’
cremnophyte habitat as closely as possible.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this paper can be summarised as follows:
• To give a brief overview of the phenomenon of
vegetated walls and their history over the past century;
• To describe the benefits of and different approaches
to vegetated walls, which for the purpose of this paper
are classified as green façades or living walls;
• To describe the fundamental differences between
vertical and horizontal plant habitats; and
• To refer to the UP Plant Sciences vegetated wall as
a case study in which a living wall and habitat for
indigenous cremnophytes has been created, and to
reflect on the performance of the wall in meeting all
these objectives.

A SHORT HISTORY OF VEGETATED WALLS

Köhler (2008: 427) suggests that about 100 years
ago buildings in Europe, mostly residential rental
developments, had no final plaster finish on their
façades. Instead, ‘…owners planted Boston ivy or
English ivy on the façades all over the developing cities
in Central Europe like Berlin, Munich and others…’,
leading to a long-held belief that the greening of walls
was merely a cost-saving measure.
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In complementing the green roof movement of Europe
in the late 1970s, the focus was also on other types of
city greenery – such as investigations into the ecological
value of greening the façades (Köhler, 2008: 427). Urban
ecologists advanced the ideal of maximum possible
vegetation in the urban setting, while some prominent
architects such as Friedensreich Hundertwasser (1928 –
2000) supported the idea of vegetated façades and ‘green’
roofs and incorporated these ideas into their designs.
Francis and Lorimer (2011: 1429) describe the concept
of reconciliation ecology (developed by Rosenzweig in
2003) as an approach by which the ‘…anthropogenic
environment may be modified to encourage non-human
use and biodiversity preservation without compromising
societal utilisation…’ and which ‘…potentially represents
an appropriate paradigm for urban conservation…’.
In this regard, they find that two habitat-improvement
techniques ‘…with great potential for reconciliation
ecology in urban areas are the installation of living roofs
and walls, which have been shown to support a range of
taxa at local scales’ (ibid., 2011: 1429).
Köhler (2008: 426) argues that ecological research on
woody climbers started in Berlin in the late 1970s, when
species such as English ivy (Hedera helix), an evergreen
species and Boston ivy (Parthenocissus tricuspidata), a
deciduous species, were planted throughout all the city
districts. Köhler’s own research (ibid., 2008: 426) proved
that these ivy species are able to cover huge window-free
walls in a few years, with little maintenance.
Despite the earlier perception that vegetated walls were
merely a cost-saving measure, research by Bartfelder
and Köhler (cited in Köhler, 2008: 426), undertaken
in Berlin in 1987 and in Cologne thereafter, also
emphasised the capacity of vegetation on walls to trap
airborne particulates on their leaves and to ameliorate
the building’s interior temperature regime. Köhler (2008:
426) holds that this research has contributed largely to
new policy guidelines in Germany that promote the
greening of walls.
Patrick Blanc (1953 – present), who coined the term
mur vegetal (green wall) can be regarded as the father of
modern vegetated walls. His work, which spans several
decades since the late 1970s, includes more than 40
vegetated wall projects worldwide. His background in
botany led him to explore and experiment with floristic
diversity and ways in which plants exploit vertical
surfaces (Dunnett & Kingsbury, 2010:245). It led to a
worldwide realisation of the possibilities and advantages
of vertical planted walls.

DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO VEGETATED WALLS

The term ‘green’ wall has become a generic description for
almost all building walls covered by, hosting or supporting
vegetation. Based on definitions developed by Francis and
Lorimer (2011), Dunnett and Kingsbury (2010), Pérez,
Rincón, Vila, González and Cabeza (2011), Ottelé, Perini,
Fraaij, Haas and Raiteri (2011) and Hedberg (2008), a
distinction is drawn in this paper between green façades ›
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and living walls, which is explained further on. Pérez et al.
(2011: 4855) suggest that as with vegetated roofs, vegetated
walls can also be classified as extensive, meaning easy
to build and requiring little maintenance, or intensive,
referring to systems that are complex to install and will
require intensive subsequent maintenance.
These authors (ibid., 2011: 4854) also found that while
building systems for green roofs are well researched and
many standardised construction systems or techniques
have been developed over decades, in the case of vegetated
façades, i.e. green façades and living walls, there are too
many differences between the two approaches to
compare their previous experimental results.
In another approach, by Sheweka and Magdy (2011:
594), vegetated walls are divided into three fundamental
types, according to the species of the plants, types of
growing media and construction method (see Table 1):

a double-skin or green curtain separated from the wall’
(indirect green, see Figure 1). In the case of double-skin
green façades, climbing plants grow on lightweight
metal trellises that are fixed onto the building’s walls,
with a cavity between the plants and the wall structure
for waterproofing and wall-maintenance purposes.
Dunnett and Kingsbury (2010: 191) further maintain
that self-clinging façade greening, where climbers
attach themselves directly to the wall surface, carries
the possibility of root damage and the difficulty of later
wall maintenance; thus concluding that modern
practice is to hold the planting away from the wall.
1 			

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF THREE VEGETATED WALL METHODS
Type

Plants

Growing media

Construction type

Wall
climbing

Climbing plants

Soil on the ground
or in planter box

Minimal supporting
structure
is needed

Hanging
down

Plants with long,
hanging-down stems

Soil in planter box
at every storey

Planter boxes and
supporting structure
should be built
at according storey

Module

Short plants

Lightweight panel of
growing media (such
as compressed peat
moss)

Supporting structure
for hanging or placing
modules should be
built on façades

(taken from Sheweka & Magdy, 2011: 594)

In terms of the distinctions drawn between green
façades and living walls, Type 1 from Table 1 (wallclimbing plants) would occur both on green façades
and living walls, whereas Type 2 (hanging plants) and
Type 3 (module short plants) would typically occur
on living walls.

Green façades

This term mainly refers to climbing plants, such as
the ivy species, typically Hedera helix or Parthenocissus
tricuspidata and P. quinquefolia, that are encouraged
to grow up and along the walls of buildings (mainly
on a wire or trellis framework or directly on the wall
surface itself) to form a vegetation covering, although
the roots of the plants are still contained in a substrate
at the base of the wall or planted in natural ground.
Pérez et al. (2011: 4855) differentiate between different
green façade systems; i.e. ‘…traditional green façades,
where climber plants use the façade material as a
support’ (direct green, see Figure 1) and a ‘…double-skin
green façade or green curtain, with the aim of creating

1 Direct and indirect green façades (taken from Ottelé, Perini, Fraaij, Haas & Raiteri,
2011: 3421) 2 Living wall systems (taken from Ottelé, Perini, Fraaij, Haas & Raiteri, 2011: 3425)
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DIRECT GREEN FAÇADE

INDIRECT GREEN FAÇADE

Living walls

This term refers to a wall that incorporates vegetation
into its structure or onto its surface, and which does not
require the plants to be rooted in a substrate at the base of
the wall as with green façades. Most living-wall systems
are modular and consist of an encased growing medium
(a planter) placed onto the wall surface but kept separate
from the wall via a waterproof membrane or a cavity;
or, as Pérez et al. (2011: 4855) state, consist of a system
that can support non-climbing plants that are secured in
pockets provided in a vertically hanging geotextile mat or
panels, and which are supplied with irrigation water and
nutrients in solution (refer to Figure 2):
2 			

LIVING-WALL SYSTEM
WITH PLANTER BOXES

LIVING-WALL SYSTEM
WITH FELT/GEOTEXTILE
MAT LAYERS

Living-wall systems are not dependent on a limited
range of climbing plants to the same extent as green
façades; this allows for a far greater range of species to
be utilised. The living-wall approach thus increases the
potential to utilise vegetated walls for reconciliation
ecology and biodiversity. ›
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THE NATURE OF A VERTICAL
PLANT HABITAT

The verticality of a green façade or living-wall habitat
affects its environmental conditions in many ways,
some of which are listed here (Larson et al., 2000: 43):
• On level ground a habitat’s gravity is perpendicular
to the surface, tending to stabilise it, whereas on a
vertical habitat gravity tends to destabilise it, removing
rock, organic litter, soil, plant nutrients and water;
• The amount of direct solar radiation received on
the surface;
• The amount of moisture (in the form of precipitation)
received and retained;
• The effect that cliff faces have on the speed, pattern
and turbulence of localised winds;
• Depending on aspect, slope and the geology of the
rock face, the temperature of the rock face can vary
drastically from surrounding level-ground surfaces.
Larson et al. (2000: 44) find that ‘…an exposed rock
surface of any given slope or aspect can represent
a more extreme thermal environment than a soilcovered surface with the same exposure’; and
• The topographic heterogeneity of the cliff face
itself; cliff faces are rarely a homogeneous flat
vertical rock face but are heterogeneous in terms
of ledges, undercuts and crevices, which can
result in microclimate variances.
Blanc (2008: 75) postulates that the walls of old
buildings or site structures often host floral
communities comparable to what is found on natural
cliff faces. Some of the plants thus referred to, especially
in the tropical regions, have a destructive impact on
the structures, e.g. the strangler fig species. He finds
that in temperate climatic regions, the colonising
species is often herbaceous or consists of small shrubs
from families such as Graminae and Crassulaceae.
In tropical Asian countries, such as India, two Ficus
species – i.e. F benghalensis and F. religiosa – cause
major damage to walls and natural rock formations,
and similarly in SA, Ficus species such as F. ilicina,
F. ingen and F. tettensis are well known for their
rock-breaking ability.

BENEFITS OF GREEN FAÇADES
AND LIVING WALLS

The benefits and inherent value of green façades and
living walls have been researched and expounded by
numerous authors, such as Dunnett and Kingsbury
(2010), Aragonés and Olivieri (2010), Cameron et al.
(2014), Sheweka and Magdy (2011) and Ottelé et al.
(2011), since the late 1970s. Some of these benefits include:
• Ameliorating the effect of urban pollution, such
as trapping dust, recycling CO2 and sequestering
carbon, and breaking down many gaseous
pollutants such as volatile organic compounds;
• Absorbing some of the heat trapped in city
environments, i.e. ameliorating the so-called Urban
Heat Island effect caused by the trapped heat in
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•

•
•
•

‘urban canyons’, reradiated heat from building
materials with a high thermal capacity, the greenhouse effect caused by heat trapped in polluted
urban atmospheres, as well as anthropogenic heat
sources such as air conditioners, cars and industrial
combustion. Sheweka and Magdy (2011: 592) find that
ambient temperature in urban areas can be as much as
6°C warmer than the air in surrounding rural areas;
Acting as a shading device on sun-exposed walls or
to a lesser extent as a thermal insulating barrier to
building façades. In their study on the effect of the
thermal and illuminance performance of a vegetated
wall, Ojembarrena, Chanampa, Rivas, Olivieri,
Aragonés, González and Frutos (2013: 262), as well
as Sheweka and Magdy (2011), found that a vegetal
layer on the building façade ameliorates the inside
temperature due to the vegetation’s shading effect
and the cooling influence of evapotranspiration
from leaves; these effects reduce the temperature of
outside air being introduced into the structure, and
in the process the vegetal layer helps to ameliorate
uncomfortable summer conditions. Research by
Cameron et al. (2014) has shown that in terms of
wall-cooling potential, certain species e.g. Fuchsia spp.
promote evapotranspiration, whereas shade cooling
is more pronounced with plants such as the Jasminum
and Lonicera species;
Increasing the biodiversity in urban contexts;
Absorbing noise and providing some sound insulation;
and
Improving the visual and aesthetic aspects of city
buildings.

In 1993, the renowned Chilean landscape architect
Juan Grimm, with architects Henry Browne and
Borja Huidobro, designed a vertical sun-screening
living wall for the western façade of the Consorcio
Nacional office building in Santiago
Pérez et al. (2011) suggest that when considering
vegetated walls as passive energy-saving measures,
four mechanisms should be kept in mind:
• Shading of solar radiation by the vegetation. This
will be determined by the plant species and density of
the foliage;
• Thermal insulation provided by the vegetation as a
second building skin. The air cavity between the plant
screen, covered with leaves in the summer, and the
building façade act as an insulation layer, whereas in
the winter months and with deciduous plants, solar
radiation is allowed in to heat up walls with a high
thermal capacity;
• The cooling effect around a building façade caused
by evapotranspiration from the vegetated wall’s ›
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foliage and evaporation of moisture from the plant
containers; and
• Screening or blocking of winds by the vegetated screen.
The effect is mostly applicable in colder climates, and
is determined by the foliage density and the façade’s
orientation in terms of the wind direction.

SOME VEGETATED WALL EXAMPLES

3

In 1993, the renowned Chilean landscape architect
Juan Grimm, with architects Henry Browne and
Borja Huidobro, designed a vertical sun-screening
living wall for the western façade of the Consorcio
Nacional office building in Santiago. The design consists
of planting on a metal trelliswork in three horizontal
tiers, with the lowest screening four office floors, the
second three floors and the top tier two floors, each.
The plants are planted in concrete troughs at the
bottom of each tier and climb up the trelliswork, which
is 1.4m away from the primarily
west-facing glass façade. Whereas
the planting, mainly consisting
of Bougainvillea spp and the SA
Plumbago capensis, is used as a sunscreening device, the aesthetic value
of the plants that change colour over
the seasons was a major consideration
(refer to Figure 3).
Chanampa, Rivas, Ojembarrena and
Olivieri (2010) propose a vegetated wall system that they
term a vegetal gabion façade, and which is perhaps the
closest in design to the principles established via the UP
Plant Sciences living wall.

Living walls
refer to walls
that incorporate
vegetation into
their structure

4

3 The vertical living sun-screening wall of the Consorcio Nacional building in Santiago designed
by Chilean landscape architect Juan Grimm (image by author). 4 The north-western living wall
of the UP Plant Sciences building (image by author).
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Their system consists of 550mm thick galvanised
steel wire-mesh rock baskets (gabions) filled with rocks,
but with their inner faces stacked with 265mm thick
polypropylene cells filled with a suitable water-retaining
growth medium. The gabions are tied to each other and
fixed to the building wall behind with steel struts, with an
extruded polystyrene insulation layer and a 200mm air
gap in between. Vegetation is planted in the plastic cells
and finds its way through voids in the rocks to the light
on the outer face of the wall. Irrigation is provided by
drippers on the back face of the gabions. Unfortunately,
the authors do not present examples of where their
vegetal gabion façade system has been implemented.
An accessibility problem may arise for this system
when plants have to be replaced or treated for disease,
or when the soil has to be replaced or replenished.
Bill Watts and Sean Affleck (2008: 78),
respectively the architect and engineer of the
proposed experimental Algae Tower project in Leeds
UK, propose a concept of cladding a building with
clear polycarbonate tubes containing an algae
suspension that intercepts solar radiation before it
can enter the building. This encourages rapid algae
growth, which can then be harvested and processed
into a biofuel that is able to power the building’s
systems. Although an extreme example, it does fall
into one of the categories described earlier; their
proposal hints at future directions of utilising
vegetation in a vertical application against building
façades to achieve other ecological benefits.

THE UP PLANT SCIENCES LIVING WALL

This project on the UP’s main campus was designed
by kwpCREATE Architects and Landscape Architects,
and was completed in 2013. It has two living walls – one
a ‘dry wall’ on the northern wing facing north and
primarily west, and the other a ‘wet wall’ on the southern
wing, facing west.
The motivation for the living walls was
to provide an artificial habitat for indigenous
cremnophytic plants, since such natural habitats
are relatively rare in urban contexts, contain rare
and threatened flora, and should therefore form a
useful addition to UP’s Botanical Garden on campus
(refer to Figure 4).
Of the 37 plant species introduced on the ‘dry wall’
section, 29 species have adapted well since 2013. This is
however not the case at the ‘wet wall’, where only nine
out of 21 species have been successfully introduced
to date. This can be attributed partly to delays in
completing the water-cascade system, and partly to an
exceptionally cold first winter season during which the
wall planting had to become established.
Sourcing of indigenous cremnophytic plants
proved difficult since these are, as a rule, not available
commercially and the project relied heavily on
specimens sourced from botanical gardens and
speciality growers. ›
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The constraint of limited resources available to
cremnophytes on naturally occurring cliff faces, such
as restricted growth space and limited soil and moisture,
have been largely eliminated on the UP Plant Sciences wall
Planterboxes supported
on steel frame.

Construction

The design of the living wall consists of a rock-filled
gabion screen, supported on a steel frame four storeys
high, and with soil-filled planters in 11 rows over
the total height behind the rock wall. Access for
maintenance of the planters is via an 800mm wide
workspace between the rock wall and the building’s
external wall (refer to Figure 5). Mainly cremnophytes
are planted in the planter boxes, and led through the
rock screen to the outside via uPVC pipes cut open to
allow for stem growth. Cremnophytic aloes, such as
Aloe hardyii, are planted in soil-filled inclined uPVC
pipes and grounded in the planters behind them
(see Figure 6).
Although gabions or rock-filled baskets are not
considered ideal planting structures, since there are
usually large voids between the rocks in the gabion
(Dunnett & Kingsbury, 2010: 251), this aspect has been
used as an advantage in the UP living wall where the
cremnophytes have been encouraged to occupy such
voids when growing from the planters behind the
gabion screen wall. The constraint of limited resources
available to cremnophytes on naturally occurring
cliff faces, such as restricted growth space and limited
soil and moisture, have been largely eliminated
on the UP Plant Sciences wall, where the only
significant remaining environmental constraint is the
gravitational pull associated with a vertical habitat.
In considering the north- and west-facing aspects
of the UP living wall, a method had to be found to
ensure moisture availability to the plants. Whereas
cliffs generally receive slightly less sunlight than
horizontal surfaces, Van Jaarsveld (2011: 30) finds that
the reverse is true in the winter months when peak
radiation levels on north-facing cliffs are slightly higher.
West-facing walls receive about half the radiation of
north-facing walls. He (ibid., 2011: 2) finds that northand west-facing cliffs result in higher exposure to sun
(north throughout the day and west during the hot
afternoons), and therefore do not hold moisture as
long as the cooler south-facing walls.
Larson et al. (2000) find that another difference
between natural and man-made cliff faces is the
moisture-holding capacity of naturally weathered
rock faces, which is much higher than the fresh,
unweathered rocks one would normally use when
creating a man-made rock wall as a habitat for
cremnophytes. The colour of the rock face also ›
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5
200mm rock filled
galvanised steel mesh
baskets.
steel catwalks to gain
access to planters.

Kirkia acuminata.
Pond with aquatic plants.

6
800mm cavity/workspace.
non-pendent cremnophytes
such as Senecio spp.
Continuous rows of planters on
supporting steel framework.
100 diam. PVC pipe,
soil filled to accomodate
pendent cremnophytes.

Pendent cremnophytes
such as Aloe hardyi.
200mm steel mesh baskets
filled with large rocks.
100 x 100 galvanised mesh.
Steel catwalks to provide access
for maintenance purposes.

5 Section through the rock-face wall with pond at bottom (Courtesy of kwpCREATE Architects
& Landscape Architects). 6 Detail section through the rock-face wall (Courtesy of kwpCREATE
Architects & Landscape Architects).
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determines its temperature; dark-coloured rock, like
some granites found in South Africa, have an albedo
(the ratio of light reflected from a surface to that received
by it) as low as 0.05, with a resultant high absorption
of solar energy, whereas white limestone could have an
albedo value as high as 0.7 (Larson et al. 2000).
The quarzitic rock used in the UP Plant Sciences
wall varies from light greyish-yellow to light brown
in colour. Whereas cognisance was taken of Van
Jaarsveld’s (2011:21) finding that obligate cremnophytes’
endemism to a specific rock type (i.e. occurring only on
such rock types) is high and geology therefore plays an
important role, the possibility of displaying cremnophyte
endemism on the UP Plant Sciences wall, based on a
specific cliff-face geology, could not be entertained.

Irrigation is supplied at an average of 2-4l/m²/day
of vertical surface. In other not necessarily cremnophytefocused living-wall systems, plants are planted
onto a geotextile membrane or in pockets between
two layers of geotextile; the wetted geotextile acts
as the irrigation supply and the plants root onto the
geotextile (refer to Figure 2).
This technique requires irrigation at 3 to 5l/m²/d
depending on season, aspect and wind (Blanc, 2008:
98). In these systems, the essential plant nutrients
are dissolved in the irrigation supply water at 0.2 to
0.3g/l; the technique was developed in 1991, in France,
by Patrick Blanc. At the UP living wall, nutrients are
provided in the soil medium and regular soil tests should
indicate when additional fertilisation is required.

Irrigation

Wet wall

The introduction of obligate cremnophytic succulents
on the UP living wall was a prime consideration, however,
and in an attempt to also provide for opportunistic
cliff dwellers, other species, not strictly succulents, have
been introduced – thus requiring an artificial irrigation
supply system. This has been achieved by the provision
of a PVC dripper line to each row of planter boxes and
can be regulated either automatically or manually,
depending on the amount of rainfall received.

In an attempt to mimic the vegetation habitat of a
natural waterfall and its immediate surrounds, a
‘wet wall’ section of a living wall was created at the
southern west-facing wing of the building (refer to
Figure 7). On the middle section of the wall, slightly
set back, two horizontal water-supply pipes were
installed – one at the top and the other halfway up.
From these two dripper pipes, a constant discharge
creates a habitat for hydrophilic cremnophytes. ›

7
7 The west facing wet living wall of the UP Plant Sciences building (image by author).
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8

Water is collected in a pond at the bottom and
recirculated (refer to Figure 8); hydrophytic companion
plants have been provided here.

FINDINGS

The research undertaken on the different approaches
to constructing green façades or living walls indicates
that the differences are not merely semantic, but
fundamental in terms of appropriate wall construction
methods to support specific plant species, as well
as maintenance requirements; where green façades
typically require extensive (little) maintenance, living
walls require intensive and often complex maintenance.
The research furthermore finds that there are
essential differences, benefits and constraints of
creating a vertical as opposed to a horizontal plant
habitat. The case study of the vegetated wall at the
UP Plant Sciences building shows that in terms of the
described categories and associated characteristics,
it can best be described as a living wall. The case
study also indicates that there are constraints in
recreating or mimicking a natural vertical cliff face
that can support indigenous cremnophytes.

images: supplied

CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Green façades or living walls pose many challenges
in terms of appropriate construction methods, plant
selection, maintenance and sustainability. Cameron
et al. (2014: 199) express their concern that some
‘green’ wall systems do not meet other sustainability
criteria, e.g. not being wasteful of water, nutrients
and energy usage to pump irrigation water to the
wall planting.
Over the past 40 years, there have been various
approaches worldwide towards designing and
constructing green façades or living walls, each
with its own advantages and disadvantages and
with some more or less sustainable.
Whereas many vegetated-wall construction methods
can support a wide variety of plant species, recreating
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or mimicking a natural vertical rock wall to support
cremnophytes remains problematic in terms of the
specific requirements of such plant species and the
difficulty
of sourcing indigenous cremnophytes.
The project at the UP Plant Sciences’ living wall,
intended to mimic a cremnophyte habitat and populated
only by indigenous species, must be seen as a first of its
kind and an experiment in progress. It is recommended
that, despite some problems with the initially selected
plant species, new cremnophytic species should be
introduced on an ongoing basis and the success of the
existing plants should be monitored by the curator of the
Botanical Garden on the UP main campus, of which the
Plant Sciences’ living wall forms a part. In the process,
a unique habitat will be created that will support these
relatively rare species and will serve as an educational
and research opportunity. ■

8 Pond at the bottom of the wet living wall of the UP Plant Sciences building (image by author).
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Medical
Consulting
Rooms,
Pretoria

Great care has been taken with the tectonic resolution of this small medical pavilion for a
Pretoria-based medical consultancy, and a number of details merit closer exploration.

Architects: HolmJordaan Architects and Urban Designers, Photos: Plastiek, Text and compilation: Mike Louw

T

he pergola, the semi-permeable screens, the verandah
door and the staircase have all been meticulously
detailed, but there is one small element that
encompasses all the principles employed in the
others: the gutter and downpipe at the back of the building.
This echoes the dynamism evident in the rest of the
building, where moveable screens, a door with multiple
ways of opening and a mesh that will be increasingly
vegetated over time can reflect the moods of its users
and environment.

1

This one simple element offers the opportunity
for water to dribble down playfully, or for the downpour
from one of Pretoria’s dramatic thunderstorms to
gush exuberantly from the pipe.
And in all of its modes, it becomes something
that animates the building. Both Louis Kahn and
Carlo Scarpa would surely have been pleased with
the combination of geometric shapes and their
employment in the celebration of water.
Images on following page. ›

2

1 The gutter assembly as seen from below. 2 The gutter assembly as seen from the balcony.
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Technical: pretoria medical practice

150 x 150 x 0.8mm galvanised mild-steel gutter, to be tapered
at the end, to allow water to flow directionally into 200 x 75mm
MS taper flange channel.
200 x 75mm MS taper flange channel, built into a 220mm
masonry wall and fixed with masonry chemical anchors,
according to engineer’s specifications.
200 x 100 x 6mm rectangular hollow-section beam.
200 x 75mm MS taper flange channel, slotted into
370 x 300 x 5mm MS flatplate hanger.
120 x 60 x 6mm rectangular hollow-section column,
according to engineer’s specifications.
200 x 75 x 5mm MS flatplate, pre-welded
to 200 x 75mm MS taper flange channel.
72.6mm dia. x 1 000mm long x 5mm thick MS circular hollow
section, pre-welded to 200 x 75mm MS taper-flange channel.
655 x 300 x 5mm MS flatplate hanger, bolted to 80 x 60 x 6mm
MS unequal leg angle, according to engineer’s specifications.

10mm dia. MS braided cable, tied to 10mm dia.
MS round, and tensioned with turnbuckle.

200 x 100 x 6mm rectangular
hollow-section beam.

80 x 60 x 6mm MS unequal leg angle,
welded to 200 x 100 x 6mm rectangular
hollow-section beam overhead.

655 x 300 x 5mm MS flatplate hanger, bolted
to 80 x 60 x 6mm MS unequal leg angle,
according to engineer’s specifications.

200 x 75 x 5mm MS flatplate, pre-welded
to 200 x 75mm MS taper-flange channel.
200 x 75mm MS taper flange channel, slotted
into 370 x 300 x 5mm MS flatplate hanger.
72.6mm dia. x 1 000mm long x 5mm think MS
circular hollow section, pre-welded to 200 x 75mm
MS taper flange channel.
Lintel height
5310
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end note

1

Suburbia

I was the child of a happily unsuccessful Grahamstown sheep farmer during apartheid.
Come shearing season, the family would load our wool bales onto an old Volkswagen truck
and head to Port Elizabeth to sell them to the Wool Board.
By: Chris Pitcher, architect, Washington DC

P

ort Elizabeth was always sunny, windy and
sparkling in a bright, desperate blue light. This
would have been around 1977, the year Steve
Biko was beaten to death by some Port
Elizabeth police henchman.
I was too young to know about that.
Oblivious, we would off-load our wool and then
have lunch with an old, grumpy and (I think) alcoholic
uncle in the suburb of Newton Park.
I wanted to leave before I had arrived. Because it
was really boring, but also ’cause there was a treat if we
left early enough.
These were the final days of passenger ships as
a reasonable mode of transport. If one of these was
bobbing in the harbour, we could go aboard for
an hour or so.
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An actual ship, which I was briefly on, had seen
so much, so many places. Lick off the sticky salt on
the handrails and you could taste the places. The wonder
of difference. But my father loathed driving at night, so
we never loitered too long. I would fall asleep in the
truck on the way back to Grahamstown, dreaming of
faraway places.
Since leaving university with a BArch, I have
lived in Gaborone, Auckland, London, Cape Town,
Lusaka and Washington DC. Usually it takes me three
years to become restless. Of course, this ensures that
I, too, am happily unsuccessful. Architecture rewards
the sedentary. ›
1 Suburbia forces us to live in closed-off spaces that don’t allow anyone in.
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We spend precious hours working to pay for the
unnecessary, only to prove to our neighbours
(in their little kingdoms) that we are better than
them, worthy of their respect
Zombie apocalypse

But I have had the experience of living in some
wonderfully different places. One odd thing, in
every different place, is the sameness of suburbia.
Woodlands in Lusaka is the same as Pinelands in
Cape Town, is the same as Takapuna in Auckland,
is the same as Phakalane in Gaborone, is the same
as parts of Wimbledon in London, is the same as
Newton Park in Port Elizabeth.
Visit suburbia during a working day, and you’ll
find the desolation of a recently passed zombie
apocalypse. Everything appears dead.
An unfortunate consequence of democracy is
that we feel we deserve a little place of our own.
Somewhere we can wall off and keep others away
from. The freedom of the car is the freedom to be
trapped in our little places, far away from where we
work to pay for these little kingdoms. We spend
precious hours working to pay for the unnecessary,
only to prove to our neighbours (in their little
kingdoms) that we are better than them, worthy
of their respect. Has this brought fulfilment?
With the rise of cities, suburban growth
accelerates. Suburbs are for the rich, but they
are also for the poor. The shameful RDP houses
are nothing more than
second-rate little kingdoms,
placed far away where the elite
can’t see them. Little kingdoms
that are wasteful, lonely
and premised on the idea of
consumption as the path to
fulfilment. Unsustainable.
Much has been written
about sustainability in
architecture, but nothing is
actually done about it. There
is money to be made. It’s the
same reason we still drive
fossil-fuelled cars. Money to be made. Vested interests.
Is some bamboo flooring shipped halfway around the
world more sustainable then a local timber floor?
If we were really serious about sustainability, we
would end suburbia. Fiddling while the suburbs of
Rome burn.

Don’t get excited –
it’s not new, only
forgotten. We have
lived like this for
probably 98% of the
200 000 years humans
have been around

2 During a working day, everything appears dead in suburbia.
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2
It is time for an alternative. I don’t have all the
answers. Not even all the questions. I do have a
suggestion. Don’t get excited – it’s not new, only
forgotten. We have lived like this for probably 98%
of the 200 000 years humans have been around.

Forgotten wisdom

My suggestion is this: a communal living unit
built close to city centres and work. Built on university
campuses. Built on hospital grounds. Built on leftover
spaces near stations. Made up of, say, 10 families.
Not only traditional families. Perhaps a gay couple,
a single mother, an abandoned grandfather. Perhaps,
gasp, some black and white people under the same
roof. Not an idealised segment of society; rather, a real
segment of society. A community that could share
tasks; save time and money. Cooking would be done
only once a week or so. Eating would happen together
every night. A diverse collection of people. A Big Brother
house, if you will, without the cameras. Something
compact, with private bedrooms and reception rooms
for guests – but where most other things could be
shared. Inclusivity, above the consumer-capitalist notion
of exclusivity. A small, modern village. Denser, more
efficient and – actually – more sustainable; less lonely.
Different ages, outlooks, income levels, orientations
(sexual and otherwise) could mix. The old could take
care of the young; the young could help the old. Our
national motto rendered in architecture. ‘!ke e: Ixarra
IIke.’ Strength in diversity.
This would not work for everyone. But it could
work for many. It would need clever architectural
solutions, much work and more listening. Perhaps
this could give real meaning to our neglected dream
of a rainbow nation. Rediscovering communal
living may be our legacy to the world. ■
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